
Visualize the Customer and Employee interactions

and touchpoints using Journey Mapping

Identify Moments of Truth

by evaluating issues and opportunities

Working as a group, map the experience of the people your company serves leveraging the customer lifecycle.

Include customer behaviors, touchpoints, and attitudes/emotions. Next, map the experience of the employees

engaged in facilitating and delivering the customer experience. Include internal processes, teams/groups, systems/

tools and pain points.  4 hours

Evaluate the journey map to find issues or opportunities in the

customer and employee experience 45 minutes
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TIP:

Use MURAL's

timer feature to

stay on track!

ATTITUDES +

EMOTIONS
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Intermediate

Customer & Employee Journey Map

framework courtesy of our friend

Seema Jain at MURAL
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Prepare 'needs statements'

by framing 'moments of truth'

Using the moments of truth, frame the issues and opportunities

in the form of the following short phrase: [Persona] needs a way

to _____ so that _____.  Identify themes stemming from similar

ideas. 40 minutes

______ needs a way to______ so that ______.

Persona

do something

that

addresses

their need

The

persona

benefits

Flag the most compelling areas of focus

using Visualize the Vote

Quickly reach consensus about the key moments in the

experience that should be the team’s focus. 20 minutes

Click the

Voting Session

button in the

menu above

Click 

Start Voting

Name the

voting session

(e.g. "Most impactful

statements")

Change the

number of

votes to 3 
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4 Steps to Creating Digital

Customer & Employee

Journey Maps

Back to All Posts I recently had

the pleasure of presenting at the

Experience Design 2020

Conference in Denver, CO with

Rebekah Baker of Salesforce.

This year's theme was focused

on exploring the boundaries of

what experience really means

and how to use design to make

an impact. Journey maps are ...

Mural

Rapid Techniques for

Mapping Experiences:

Webinar Recap

Back to All Posts   "Rapid

Techniques for Mapping

Experiences," webinar by Jim

Kalbach  Understanding your

customer's experience is the

first step in creating solutions

that provide real value. The use

of visual representations --

diagrams of the experience --

helps expose opportunities for ...

Mural

Facilitation Superpowers |

MURAL

Insights, tools and case studies

from digital-first companies and

expert facilitators Our mission at

MURAL is to inspire, enhance,

and connect Imagination

Workers globally. We believe

that innovation, change, can

happen anywhere, as long as

great minds can be connected

and collaborate towards a ...

Mural

Tips for the facilitator:

If this is your first time facilitating a digital workshop in MURAL or you just need

a refresher, here are a few tips and tricks to make you look like a pro:

📩  Invite contributors to the canvas and test access in advance of your online

workshop.

⏲  Timebox activities and use the built-in timer to keep each activity on track.

🟨  Use different colored squares (pseudo post-it notes) for each lane in the

Customer & Employee Journey Map.

📸  Take screenshots of touchpoints and interactions that will provide

additional context into what the experience looks and feels like. Scale

screenshots down to visually line up with the customer behavior.

⭐️  Add icons to visually illustrate attitudes and emotions, powered by the

Noun Project.

🙋 ♀  Leverage the voting feature to prioritize 'how might we...' questions by

voting anonymously.

🗓  Spread the workshop out over time. Try scheduling multiple “power hours”

with time in between to tie up loose ends and prepare for the next wave.

👋  To bring the group back together, summon everyone to where you are in

the canvas. Rest assured knowing everyone's seeing what you're seeing.

Welcome to MURAL. Know

what, why, and how to use

MURAL before your

meeting.

You are using MURAL as part of

a meeting or workshop. Here is

a short overview of what, why,

and how to use the tool before

your meeting. Learn more about

MU...
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Touchpoint

Screenshot

Touchpoint

Screenshot

Unite experiences to

prioritize ideas and

focus areas

Customer & Employee

Journey Map

https://www.mural.co/blog/experience-design
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